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A SCIENTIFIC LUNAR PAYLOAD COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

L. B. WILKER
Systems Design and Analysis Division

Space-General Corporation
El Monte, California

Summary    Based on the selection of scientific instruments suitable for application to
the payload, conceptual designs were synthesized of payload packages, including the
supporting subsystems. Parametric and/or conceptual design studies were conducted of
such areas as communications. The primary communications link was to be payload to
lunar survey probe communication facility carried with the Apollo vehicle, e.g., modified
LEM. No burden was to be placed on the basic Apollo communication system. Payload-
to-earth link was also to be considered as an alternate mode, particularly for the long
duration instrument operation. The communications system described in this report is a
natural outgrowth of the mission requirements and presents a realistic approach to a
solution of the communications problems. As such, the system described could be
readily instrumented, utilizing current state-of-the-art hardware and techniques.

Introduction     A study was recently conducted for the NASA Manned Spacecraft
Center, Houston, Texas, under contract No. NASw- 1134 for the design of a Lunar
Survey Probe Survivable Scientific Capsule Payload, a portion of which included the
communications system.

The mission of the Lunar Survey Probe System is to deliver specified payloads from an
Apollo spacecraft which is in lunar orbit to preselected landing sites on the lunar surface.
The payload comprises a site certification payload and eight dynamic penetrometer
spheres, or a scientific payload, a relay station for transmitting penetrometer data to the
CSM, and a survivable capsule containing scientific information.

The LSP vehicles are transported from the earth to the circular lunar orbit attached to the
exterior of the LEM descent stage. Knowledge of th location of the intended landing site
for the LSP payload and of the Apollo orbit is used to preprogram the LSP/DV for the
mission.

The operational mission of the LSP Delivery System starts when the Apollo spacecraft is
in lunar orbit. Delivery vehicles can be launched from Apollo circular orbits with
altitudes in the range of 30 to 80 nautical miles. The landing sites for the probes can



either be predetermined or selected by the astronaut while in orbit and can be located up
to two degrees out of the Apollo orbital plane. Once a landing site has been chosen, a
probe is selected for launch. The probe selection process is performed automatically by
the Support System, but the astronaut has override capabilities.

Prior to launch, the selected probe is checked out by the Support System, and the
guidance computations and flight program determinations are performed by an earth-
based portion of the Support System. These data are inserted into LSP/DV flight
programmer via the PSE. After launch from the LEM, the programmer sequences the
LSP/DV through the required attitude maneuvers and retro-firings so that the vehicle
will deliver the payload to the selected landing site. The major events of the prelaunch
and flight sequence are telemetered to earth via the Apollo “S” band and include
Delivery Vehicle information as well as payload information.

After landing, the payload erects itself, deploys, and operates the instruments. The
resulting data is transmitted to the Apollo vehicle in orbit when in sight of the payload.
When the Apollo is out of sight, data may be stored for later transmission. For long term
operation of the instruments, an unmanned relay station must be left in orbit after the
Apollo returns to earth with the astronauts. An alternate mode would be to design the
communications system to transmit directly to earth.

As indicated previously, two different payloads were considered: a site certification
payload and a scientific payload with some instruments being common to both payloads.
Two basic site certification payloads were considered and are listed below:

Package A Package B

1.  Active Radar Transponder 1.  Passive Radar Beacon
2.  Visual Marker 2.  Visual Marker
3.  Impact Dynamics Accelerometer 3.  Impact Dynamics Accelerometer
4.  Visual Survey System 4.  Visual Survey System
5.  Inclinometer 5.  Inclinometer

Additional experiments such as soil mechanics experiments may be added to the package
where weight and volume allow.

For this study two types of scientific payloads are considered: a “Phase Analysis
Capsule” and a “Geophysical Capsule.” For each capsule, a basic set of instruments was
defined and an additional list of instruments was to be considered for inclusion in the
payload, as shown in the following:



Phase Analysis Capsule Instrumentation

Basic

(1) Visual Survey System
(2) Petrographic Microscope
(3) X-Ray Diffractometer
(4) X-Ray Spectrometer
(5) Penetrometer
(6) Visual Marker and Laser Reflector

Additional

(7) Mass Spectrometer
(8) Gamma Ray Spectrometer
(9) Gamma-Gamma Back Scatter Density Detector
(10) Wet Chemical Device for Micro-Organism Detection (minimum life, 24 hours)
(11) Inclinometer

Geophysi cal Capsule Instrumentation

Basic

(1) Three-Axis Seismometer (minimum life, 3 months)
(2) Penetrometer
(3) Visual Marker and Laser Reflector

Additional

(4) Active Seismic Refraction Equipment
(5) Solar-Energetic Particles Telescope (minimum life, 1 month)
(6) Magnetometer/Particle Detector (minimum life, 1 month)
(7) Inclinometer
(8) Thermometer
(9) Visual Survey System
(6) Mass Spectrometer

Except as noted, all instruments must have life potential sufficient to obtain significant
data.

The basic functional requirement of the communication system is to connect the payload
operating on the lunar surface with the orbiting LEM lab through a television and



telemetry link. In addition, an important requirement of the communications system is
the establishment of a command link which would allow scheduling control of the
scientific payload and operation upon command, and would perform payload and
instrument checkout or calibration.

Initially, the objective of the subject contract was to choose a design concept for a
survivable capsule to be carried by the Lunar Survey Probe and to establish the
feasibility of the selected system. Such a capsule would be capable of establishing with
high confidence that the soil mechanics properties of the lunar surface at the landing
point are within the Apollo design model. In addition, a visual survey shall be taken of
the surrounding area up to the visual horizon. Parametric design criteria for the
communication system for this site certification payload were established under the
following communications ground rules:

(1)  The bulk of the communication for the survivable capsule is to be independent of the
LSP delivery system. A hard line communications link between the survivable capsule
and the LSP delivery system shall be provided for a predeployment signal. Data from the
capsule may be relayed to earth via the Apollo CSM orbiting at a nominal altitude of 80
nautical miles.

(2)  The Apollo omni-antenna and telemetry receiver would be available for use in the
survivable capsule - CSM data link.

The tradeoff studies conducted under these critical ground rules indicated that the VHF
or lower UHF range of frequencies was suitable for the LSP survivable capsule to Apollo
link. Subsequently, by NASA direction, the ground rules were modified to determine the
feasibility of landing a scientific payload upon the lunar surface. These changes, along
with a conceptual design of such a system, are presented in the second half of this paper.
The data communications requirements for the scientific payload are basically similar to
those of the site certification payload insofar as initial operation is concerned. The
scientific payload requirements have, however, the additional complexity of transmitting
scientific instrument data, and over an extended period of time. The concepts for the site
certification payload communication system were therefore used as a basis and were
extended to meet the additional requirements.

Since the visual survey system in both payloads requires the greatest communication
capacity and imposes greater demands upon the communication art, emphasis was placed
upon accommodating the bandwidth associated with this instrument.

Site Certification Communications System Analysis    The communications system
analysis consists of the tradeoff s in transmitting the data from the survivable capsule
either directly to e a r t h or through an Apollo link. Parameters such as modulation



technique, bandwidth, and carrier frequency are investigated and system tradeoffs for
each parameter are considered. The restraints on the selection of the system parameters
are as follows:

For Direct Link to Earth: 1. Frequency = 2200 Mc.
2. Power and BW are to be compatible with MSFN

parameters.

For Apollo Relay: 1. Frequency 300, 1000, or 2200 Mc.
2. Power and BW are to be compatible with the spacecraft

receiver and data processing equipment (if any) for relay
through a unified S-band system.

As noted previously, the visual survey system requires the greatest bandwidth and is
therefore considered first when determining system tradeoff s.

Modulation Technique     The transmission of high resolution stereo television requires
a high efficiency modulation and detection technique in order to provide a low error rate
with a reasonable transmitter power level. In order to compare modulation techniques on
a common basis, data for eight level quantized systems were obtained’ and are shown in
Figure 1. The curves show the probability of a one wave form error in receiving a word
of three binary numbers. This corresponds to digitizing or quantizing gray shades or light
levels into eight levels. As a reference, the error corresponding to one error per frame
which corresponds to one error for 120,000 bits is shown. The curves show that an
improvement factor of 7 to 10 db can be obtained by using PSK over amplitude shift
keying. FSK results in a 15 db improvement and an orthogonal coded PSK is 20 db
better than amplitude shift keying.

The choice bet wee n FSK and an orthogonal coded modulation scheme should be based
on reliability considerations. The number of components needed in the payload to
generate a coded signal is approximately four times that of a simple analog frequency
modulated signal. The reduction of reliability, together with increased volume and
weight, rule out coded modulation using state-of-the-art packaging techniques.

Figure 2 shows the no is e improvement factors for several modulation indices of an FM
signal. The characteristic FM threshold appears as a knee in each curve. In practice, as
the signal level is reduced from a high level, the S/N ratio decreases linearly until the
threshold is reached, at which point the S/N ratio drops at a much faster rate. For any de
sire d minimum detected signal-to-noise ratio, the modulation index should be selected
so that the threshold coincides with this S/N ratio. The required carrier level to achieve
the desired S/N ratio can be read off the horizontal scale on the graph. Figure 3 shows a 



plot derived from Figure 2 and indicates the optimum modulation index for any required
minimum signal-to-noise ratio.

Frequency and Transmission Path Selection    Comparison of the four most likely
frequencies is shown in Table 1.

The power levels shown in the table indicate that a 300 Mc link to the Apollo requires
the least output power.

TABLE 1
CARRIER FREQUENCY COMPARISON

(For Typical 400 Kc Bandwidth)

Bandwidth and Signal-to-Noise Ratio    The bandwidth for TV transmission used in
the previous calculations was selected to be contained within the unified S-band system
bandwidth. Additional tradeoffs are required to determine the optimum bandwidth.
Figure 4 expands the data in Table 1 to show the power required to determine the power
required as a function of bandwidth. Figure 5 shows the effect of varying both the
bandwidth and the signal-to-noise ratio in the 300 Mc Apollo link and in the 2200 Mc
earth link. A change of signal-to-noise ratio does not change the power level by an
equivalent amount because the optimum modulation index also changes.

A number of methods of bandwidth compression have been investigated; but in general,
it has been found that the methods are not applicable to lunar high resolution television
because of limitations in the devices and/or complexity of the equipment required
(References 2-6).



Mechanization Tradeoffs    A major criterion for selection of one system over another
is minimum total weight for equal performance. Figure 6 shows estimated weight versus
power for transmitters operating in the region of interest and believed to be suitable for
the environment. Both solid state and vacuum tube transmitters are included. Figure 7
shows estimated weight of power converters for vacuum tube transmitters, where high
voltages are required. Total subsystem weights for transmitter, camera, and battery are
discussed in a later paragraph.

Command System    Command signals will be available through the MSFN system and
need only an antenna, a receiver, and a decoder aboard the LSP to receive commands.
Pertinent command system parameters are:

Therefore the transmitter power is:

- 136 + 158 = 22 dbw.

The MSFN transmitter will be capable of up to 10 kilowatts output, which gives an
additional 18 db margin.

Solid state command receivers with decoder for UHF are available which weigh 2
pounds and consume 0.4 watt of power. It is estimated that additional components
required for S-band operation would increase the weight to 3 pounds and increase the
power consumption to 1 watt. The failure rate of the command receiver has been
estimated to be 6 failures per million hour s.

Telemetry    Telemetry data can be transmitted simultaneously with the TV data by
multiplexing it onto the TV carrier by suitable subcarrier oscillators. The telemetry data
would be relayed through Apollo to the MSFN, where the telemetry can be separated
from the TV data for processing.



System Weights    System parameters and power requirements for the TV system have
been tabulated previously. These tabulations were for FM communications to earth and
to Apollo, for various carrier frequencies (300 Mc, 960 Mc, and 2200 Mc) and for
signal-to-noise ratios from 20 db to 35 db. The system weights for 30 db transmission to
earth and to Apollo for various data bandwidths are shown in Figure 8. The system
weights for transmission to Apollo for various carrier frequencies, data bandwidths, and
signal-to-noise ratios are shown in Figure 9. (These system comparisons are not intended
to rule out digital transmission.)

From Figure 8 it can be seen that direct transmission to earth is impractical above
approximately 100 Kc bandwidth. At 100 Kc and below, it takes longer than 1 second
for transmission of a stereo pair, which limits the system usefulness for dynamic
experiments. Because a 30 db signal-to-noise is extremely marginal for good system
performance and because new equipment (vidicons and transmitters) must be developed,
direct video transmission to earth appears to be a poor approach. By comparison, UHF
(300 Mc) transmission to Apollo at 4 Mc bandwidth is slightly heavier than S-band
(Z200 Mc) transmission to earth at 100 Kc.

From Figure 9 it is easily seen that UHF (300 Mc) transmission is the lightest system for
a given level of performance. Inasmuch as the Apollo UHF antenna can be made
available for LSP communications, UHF transmission to Apollo appears to be the very
best solution to the communications question.

Again referring to Figure 9, approximately 10 to 12 pounds appears to be an absolute
minimum system weight which can be achieved, even for UHF communications. Signal-
to-noise ratios of up to 35 db (or possibly even 40 db) and data bandwidths up to 2 Mc or
3 Mc appear to be within bounds of a reasonable weight limitation.

Scientific Payload Data Communications System Concepts    To assure that the
communications system will meet the scientific payload requirements, a close sensitivity
of the effects of an integrated package was investigated and various interfaces studied.
Figure 10 is a very simplified block diagram showing the relationship between the
payload communications systems, the orbiter relay system, and the ground system. Once
the overall requirements are investigated, the individual systems may then be studied
separately.

The communication system must provide a means to transmit information from the lunar
surface for two distinct payloads. The phase analysis payload transmits the data for
approximately 15 minutes during each two-hour orbit for a minimum of six lunar orbits.
No data storage is needed on the payload and only real time data transmission to the
orbiting station is utilized. For lower Apollo lunar orbits with less view time of the
payload, a larger number of orbits would be required to complete the instrument



operation. The geophysical payload initially uses the same orbiter data link for those
payloads landed on the earth side of the moon. This payload must survive a minimum of
three months and will have a means of data storage which monitor s the output from the
seismometer and the atmospheric instruments. In order to meet the requirement of having
one communications system serve both payloads, the parametric data was reviewed and a
means of accomplishing communications with lower transmitter power was also
investigated. Additional RF calculations were performed, however, this time using a high
gain antenna upon the Apollo spacecraft during television transmission only. The system
RF link calculations are shown in Table 2, Data Communications Design Control Table.

The calculations shown in Table 2 are based on the following assumptions. The RF link
utilizes the “S” band frequency range, with an omnidirectional antenna on the payload
and a high gain, 2.5-foot directional antenna on the orbiting receiving station. This
antenna will be attached to the Apollo spacecraft and will be oriented towards the
payload. This would be necessary during the wideband television data transmission only.
However, during narrowband telemetry transmission, i.e., the geophysical capsule long
term lifetime, an omnidirectional antenna on board the orbiter would be utilized. This is
necessary since the Apollo spacecraft would not be available throughout the geophysical
payload’ s lifetime for pointing accuracies needed by the high gain antenna.

TABLE 2
TELECOMMUNICATIONS DESIGN CONTROL TABLE



2.  Geophysical Capsule (Narrowband Telemetry), Lunar Surface-to-Orbit Link-Link:

3.  Geophysical Capsule (Narrowband Telemetry), Lunar Surface-to-Earth Direct Link:

As seen from the table, a one-watt transmitter could easily assure data transmission
between the payload and the orbiting station, as well as for direct earth link during the
geophysical payload narrowband telemetry mode.

Data Communications System Conceptual Design    With the determination of the
system requirements and a definition of the system concept, the preliminary schematic
diagram was developed to show the normal signal flow paths as seen in Figure 11. A 



description of the operation of the data communications system follows and the system
component characteristics are summarized in Table 3.

TABLE 3
DATA COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Referring to Figure 11, it may be seen that the system is initially in the impact mode and
that only status data and impact data are relayed to orbit via the one-watt, “S” band solid-
state transmitter. After completion of the payload erection sequence, the transmitter is
switched to the television system. The TV signal directly frequency modulates the
transmitter carrier and is transmitted as an analog signal to the orbiting station.

Upon completion of the television transmission, the transmitter is switched back to the
data processor output and the data processor switched to sample the scientific and
engineering sensors. This data is brought into a PCM encoder in the data processor, and
the resulting binary signal modulates the FM transmitter, resulting in a PCM/FM
transmission. Analog signals, other than television, are brought into the data processor
and converted to a digital signal.

A command link is provided to enable scheduling control of the instruments and data
modes. The following command requirements will fall into this category.

a. Television control, including commands to view selected areas or instruments.

b. Start-up and shut-down of instrument cycle s as a function of Apollo view time.

c. Data storage and read-out control.



d. Environmental control system operation or override due to special circumstances.

e. Selective control or m o d i f i c a t i o n of instrument operation.

A digital command system is recommended based on the following factors: (1)
compatibility with the MSFN command capabilities; (2) greater capacity than that of a
tone-actuated system; and (3) superior signal-to-noise characteristics.

The command system will operate on an”S”band frequency and will have command
words which will contain synchronization bits, address bits, information bits, and parity
checking bits.

The modulated RF signal from the orbiting station (which may act as a relay for earth
commands) is initially received by an omnidirectional antenna on the payload and is
coherently detected by means of a phase-locked loop in the command receiver. The
output of the loop is the recovered modulated command subcarrier. A command detector
locks to the received synchronized signal, demodulates the command subcarrier to
recover the command word bit, and supplies the command decoder with all necessary
synchronizing and timing signals. The decoder analyzes the address bits to determine
which command has been received and supplies the decoded commands to the
appropriate payload systems. Indication that a command has been received and decoded
is relayed to the ground station by telemetry.

Data Processor System Conceptual Design    The data processor shall perform the
following functions:

a. Accept scientific data from the instrument complement.

b. Accept engineering (status) data from the instrument complement and from all
payload subsystems.

c. Accept commands f r o m the orbiting station via the command system.

d. Accept data in any of two standard forms - digital and analog.

e. Provide data to the t e I e m e t r y subsystem in a serial digital split-bit format.

f. Provide control and synchronization signals to the instruments and other payload
subsystems in a serial digital format.



The data processor shall have three signal lines between it and each scientific instrument.
One line will act as a sync line, another as a data line, and the third as a command and
system clock rate line.

A functional block diagram of the data processor is shown in Figure 12. A summary of
the operation of the data processor follows.

The system timing is controlled by a crystal oscillator whose frequency is divided down
by the bit rate timing counter, the work rate timing counter, and the program cycle
counter, to provide the necessary system rates.

The analog signals (engineering and housekeeping data in the payload) are multiplexed
and applied to a seven-bit A/D converter. The timing for the multiplexer is derived from
decoding the program cycle counter which inserts the engineering data into the proper
time slots within the subframe.

The analog data is gated through FET switches to the A/D converter which is a
“successive approximation” type of converter. The conversion takes place at
approximately a 100 Kc rate and require s a total of seven bit times at this rate. The
digital output of the A/D converter is applied to the output buffer together with the data
from the instruments.

The output buffer takes the digital data, determines the number of significant bits in each
data word by appropriate decoding of the program cycle counter, and then shifts out the
significant bits at the desired data rate. Thus the data output of the buffer is in a “variable
word length” format. This procedure simplifies the overall timing and obviates the need
for determination of significant word length within each instrument.

The split-bit modulator in the output buffer puts all data into the command input register
which are stored until frame sync time. During frame sync time the command signal is
shifted into the instruments. At the same time, the program cycle counter output, which
is normally shifted into the instruments, is inhibited.

A command decoder in the data processor decodes the input register and executes
command functions within the payload when the appropriate commands are sent. Such a
system would have the following characteristics:

Weight Volume Power
(lbs) (cu.ft.) (Watts)

 4.5   .04    3.0



A tape recorder as required for the geophysical capsule payload would have the
following characteristics:

Bit Capacity 7.2 x 106 bits
Weight 3.25 pounds
Volume 64 cu. in.
Power 4 watts

The data processor system described is well within the present state-ofthe-art and should
present no outstanding problem during payload design.

Conclusions    The tradeoff studies conductedunder the site certification payload ground
rules indicate that a 300 Mc communications link to Apollo gives the lowest system
weights for a given standard of performance. Optimum signal-to-noise video
performance is probably between 30 db and 40 db. Both slow- scan video for 500 Kc
bandwidth and data storage at 2 to 3 Mc with 500 Kc playback offer systems with high
standards of performance.

When one evaluates the communications system under the scientific payload ground
rules, then a higher frequency (2300 Mc communications link) must be accommodated.
The high gain antenna allowable upon the lunar orbiter relay station offsets the losses
accrued by this higher frequency in the orbiter phase of the mission, whereas the higher
frequency allows more efficient transmission direct to earth. Additional development
effort is necessary to synthesize a complete systernwith the desired characteristics for all
mission phases and to meet the specific payload environment.
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Fig. 1 - Comparison of Errors in an Eight Level Quantized System
(Non-Binary Coded)



Fig. 2 - Noise Improvement Factors



Fig. 3 - Modulation Index as a Function of S/N output for Threshold
in an optimum FM System



Fig. 4 - Transmitted Power for FM Transmission at Optimum Deviation
Ratio for Communications Link



Fig. 5 - Transmitted Power for FM Transmission at Optimum Deviation Ratio



Fig. 6 - Transmitter Weight Versus Transmitted Power Required



Fig. 7 - Power Supply Weight for Vacuum Communications System



Fig. 8 - Combined Subsystem Weight Trade-Off



Fig. 9 - Combined Subsystem Weight Trade-Off Probe/Apollo
Communications Link



Fig. 10 - Simplified Block Diagram of overall Communications Systems



Fig. 11 - Data Communications System Conceptual Block Diagram



Fig. 12 - LSP-Scientific Payload Data Processor


